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Atmospheric neutrinos as a probe of CPT violation
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Abstract

We show that atmospheric neutrinos can provide a sensitive and robust probe of CPT violation (CPTV). We perform
event-rate calculations and study the variations of the ratio of total muon to antimuon survival rates withL/E andL (L ≡
baseline length,E ≡ neutrino energy) in a detector capable of identifying the muon charge. We demonstrate that measu
of these ratios when coupled with the significantL andE range which characterizes the atmospheric neutrino spectrum pro
a method of both detecting the presence of such violations andputting bounds on them which compare very favorably with th
possible from a future neutrino factory.
 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The CPT theorem is a cornerstone of quantum fi
theory in general and particle physics in particular
rests on principles whose generality and scope ma
them pillars of modern physics, like Lorentz inva
ance, the spin-statistics theorem, and the local an
Hermitian nature of the Lagrangian[1]. Tests of CPT
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invariance thus assume importance not only beca
of the almost sacrosanct nature of these principles
because any violation of CPT would signal radical n
physics and force a rethinking of foundational aspe
of field theory and particle physics[2,3].1 In particular,

1 The detection of LV and CPTV in precision experimen
would, however, not come as a totally unexpected surprise. Th
trinsic non-locality of strings, for instance, offers the possibility tha
higher order interactions may modify the Lorentz symmetries of
vacuum. At low energies associated with present day experim
such effects may be introduced via spontaneous symmetry breaki
mechanisms. Tensor fields with Lorentz indices upon such brea
.
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Greenberg[2] has shown that CPT violation necess
ily implies violation of Lorentz invariance.

For over three decades, particle physics has focu
its efforts on testing the predictions of the Stand
Model (SM) and seeking the next physics frontier b
yond it. One of the conclusions to emerge from t
multi-pronged effort over the past decade is that
neutrino sector, both via theory and via experime
provides us with an almost unmatched window
physics beyond the SM[4].

The role of neutrinos as probes of Lorentz a
CPT invariance was discussed in a general framew
by Colladay and Kostelecky[5] and by Coleman an
Glashow[6]. Recent papers[7] have studied poss
ble mechanisms beyond the SM which could lead
CPTV in the neutrino sector. CPTV, in the form
different masses for neutrinos and antineutrinos
been invoked to explain all the neutrino anomalies
multaneously, including the LSND result[8]. Bounds
possible on such violations from reactor and solar
periments were discussed in[9] and the Dirac and
Majorana nature of neutrinos in their presence w
studied in[10].

As first proposed in[11] and also discussed in, fo
instance,[12], significant bounds on CPTV param
ters can be set in neutrino factory experiments du
their expected high luminosities and low backgrou
[13]. However, with all their advantages, neutrino fa
tories are a tool which may become available to
only about fifteen or twenty years from now.

In contrast to this, detectors capable of accura
detecting the charge, direction and energy of a m
employ well understood and familiar technology. F
instance, large mass magnetized iron calorimeter n
trino detectors were considered in[14] to study at-
mospheric neutrino interactions in great detail. At le
one such detector is being currently actively planne
begin data-taking five years from now[15]. We show
that such detectors, or variants thereof, can, in c
junction with the by now well understood atmosphe
neutrinos, form an ideal tool to detect CPTV in t
neutrino sector. We focus on the survival probabilit
for νµ andν̄µ. A difference in these quantities is a si

would align in a specific direction, violating Lorentz invariance. (W
note that tensor potentials, although absent in renormalizable
theories, can occur in low-energy expansions of unified theories
strings.)
nal for CPTV. By calculating the ratio of their even
rates, we show that comprehensive tests of CPTV
possible in the atmospheric neutrino sector, with se
tivities which compare very favorably with those pr
jected for neutrino factory experiments.

2. CPT violation in ν interactions

We consider the effectiveC and CPT-odd inter-
action terms ν̄α

Lb
µ
αβγµν

β
L, whereα and β are flavor

indices[11]. In presence of this CPTV term, the ne
trino energy acquires an additional term which com
from the matrixb0

αβ . For antineutrinos, this term ha
the opposite sign. The energy eigenvalues of neutr
(in ultra-relativistic limit) are obtained by diagonali
ing the Hermitian matrix given by

(1)A = m2

2p
+ b,

wherem2 ≡ mm† is the Hermitian mass squared m
trix and we have dropped the superscript 0 fromb0.

We assume equal masses for neutrinos and anti
trinos. For simplicity we have assumed that the t
mixing angles that diagonalize the matricesm2 and
b are equal (i.e.,θm = θb = θ ). In addition, the addi-
tional phase that arises due to the two different unit
matrices needed to diagonalize theδm2 andδb matri-
ces2 is set to zero.

For atmospheric neutrinos, it is at times (but n
always) a good approximation to consider two fl
vors only, depending on the parameters which on
studying. We adopt this in our calculations. This
tantamount to assuming that sin2 2θ13 is small (below
the CHOOZ[16] bound) and so isδm2

21 (compared to
δm2

32) and thus matter and related three-flavor effe
can be safely neglected. As shown in[17] matter ef-
fects show up in atmospheric neutrinos for sin2 2θ13 ∼
0.1 and baselines above 7000 km. The expression
survival probability for the case of CPTV 2-flavor o
cillations then becomes

(2)Pαα(L) = 1− sin2 2θ sin2
[(

δm2

4E
+ δb

2

)
L

]
,

where δm2 and δb are the differences between t
eigenvalues of the matricesm2 andb, respectively, and

2 Only one of the two phases can be absorbed by a redefin
of neutrino states.
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α corresponds toµ or τ flavors. Note thatδb has units
of energy (GeV). For̄ν, the sign ofδb is reversed. The
difference betweenPαα andPᾱᾱ is given by

(3)�P CPT
αα = −sin2 2θ sin

(
δm2L

2E

)
sin(δbL).

An important consequence of the modified disp
sion relation in presence of CPTV is that the char
teristic L/E behavior of neutrino oscillations is los
Hence depending on which term is larger for a giv
set of parameters and the energy, the mixing angle
oscillation length can vary dramatically withE. Thus
precision oscillation measurements can set unpr
dented bounds on such effects. Also, in order to
any observable effect of CPTV, one must have b
CPT-even and CPT-odd terms to be nonzero.

3. Calculations

In order to quantitatively demonstrate the feasib
ity of using atmospheric neutrinos as a source of
tecting and putting bounds on CPT violation, we foc
on a typical detector which can detect muon ene
and direction and also identify its charge. The simp
choice of a suitable prototype is an iron calorime
which employs well-understood technology. Such
detector was proposed for Gran Sasso (MONOLIT
[14] and is also currently being planned for a locat
in India (INO) [15], with initial data-taking by 2007
It is contemplated as both a detector for atmosph
neutrinos and as a future end detector for a neut
factory beam.

The atmospheric neutrino physics program pre
ously studied in the literature in the context of a Ma
netized Iron Tracking Calorimeter includes attemptin
to obtain conclusive proof that neutrinos oscillate
observation of aL/E dip in the up–down ratio of at
mospheric neutrino induced muons, and a more a
rate pinning down of oscillation parameters. Howev
its usefulness as a detector for CPTV parameters u
atmospheric neutrinos has not been studied earlie

Our prototype is a 50 kT iron detector, with dete
tion and charge discrimination capability for muon
provided by aB field of about 1.2 tesla. We hav
assumed a (modest) 50% efficiency of the dete
for muon detection and a muon energy resolution
within 5%. We have factored in a resolution inL/E

of 50% at full width half maximum, and incorporate
the requisite smearing in our event-rate calculatio
The resolution function is best parametrized by
exponential damping term given by,R(δm2,L/E) =
exp(−0.25δm2L/E) [14].

In the calculations presented here, we have
sumed that the atmospheric neutrino problem is
solved byνµ → ντ oscillations. Specifically, we us
the following input parameters:δm2

32 = 0.002 eV2,
sin2 2θ23 = 1, which are consistent with best fit valu
determined by the most recent analyses of atmosph
data combined with CHOOZ bounds[18]. In addition
we have used the Bartol atmospheric flux[19] and set
a muon detection threshold of 1 GeV. For neutrino
ergies below 1.8 GeV the quasi-elasticν-nucleon cross
section has been used, while above this energy we hav
put in the DIS value of the cross section. The num
of muon events have been calculated using

(4)N = Nn × Md

∫
σCC

νµ–NP(νµ → νµ)
dNν

dEν

dEν,

whereNn = 6.023× 1032 is the number of (isoscala
nucleons in 1 kT of target material andMd is the de-
tector mass. Our results are obtained from a sim
parton level Monte Carlo event generator. We h
used CTEQ4LQ[20] parametrizations for the parto
distribution functions to estimate the DIS cross s
tion.

Finally, we comment on the exposure time nec
sary to see a dependable signal. Since the numb
ν̄ atmospheric events will be significantly smaller th
the number ofν events, reducing the statistical err
in the ratio will require an exposure time that enab
observations of a sufficient number ofν̄ events. Our
calculations indicate that an exposure of 400 kT
would be sufficient for statistically significant signa
to emerge.

4. Results and discussions

Fig. 1 shows the variation of the ratio of tot
(up + down) muon survival events to those of an
muons, plotted vs.L for various values ofδb. The
solid line in each of the plots is the (CPT conse
ing) δb = 0 case, shown for comparison. The over
shape and position of this (solid) curve is represe
tive of the ratio of the two cross sections (ν vs. ν̄) at
the relatively low (few GeV) energies which domina
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ed
Fig. 1. The ratio of total muon to antimuon events plotted against Log10(L) for different values ofδb (in GeV). The oscillation parameters us
in all the plots are:δm2 = 2× 10−3 eV2 and sin2 2θ13 = 1.

Fig. 2. The ratio of total muon to antimuon events plotted against Log10(L/E) for different values ofδb (in GeV).
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the event-rates. The small wiggles and variations
a result of the various energies and lengths invol
and angular differences in fluxes which characte
the overall atmospheric neutrino spectrum.

From Eq.(3), we see that the CPTV difference
probabilities will become zero wheneverδbL = nπ

(n = integer), resulting in a node (i.e., an intersect
with the δb = 0 curve). The positions and the num
ber of nodes for the various curves nicely corresp
to these expected “zeros” of CPTV and also provid
way of distinguishing between them. Clearly, param
ter values of the order ofδb = 3 × 10−22 GeV should
be nicely discernible in these observations. We n
that here the effects of the CPTV parameters are m
imal at baseline lengthL ≈ 1000 km, thus neglectin
matter effects is justified even ifθ13 is close to the
CHOOZ upper bound.

In Fig. 2, we plot the same ratio of event-rates
L/E. The nodal position is now dictated by the te
sin(δm2L/2E), resulting in a common node for the
variousδb values atδm2L/2E = nπ . The plots also
show a significant dip nearL/E � 310 km/GeV. This
is explained by the fact thatδm2L/4E = π/4 for this
value. In Eq.(2), the sine function has its maximu
slope at this value of its argument, and hence the
vival probabilities forν and ν̄ differ maximally here
due to the sign difference of theδb terms, providing
highest sensitivity to the presence of CPTV param
ters. We note that in the vicinity of the dip the a
tineutrino event-rate increases and the neutrino
decreases, which consequently tends to reduce the
tistical error in the ratio, aiding detection. This set
curves provides heightened sensitivity to thepresence
of CPTV, without the same discriminating sensitiv
(between variousδb values) of the plots inFig. 1. For
instance, CPTV induced by parameter values as
asδb = 3 × 10−23 can be detected. For a lower val
of δb, say 10−23, the curve tends to creep back clos
to the δb = 0 solid line. Very recently, the autho
of Ref. [21] considered the bounds on various typ
of new physics coming from Super-K and K2K da
They obtainδb � 5× 10−23 GeV.

5. Conclusions

Atmospheric neutrinos in a detector capable
measuring muon energy and direction and identifying
-

its charge can allow us to set significant bounds on
types of CPTV in the neutrino sector. These bou
compare very favorably with those possible from
ture neutrino factories[11]. Specifically, the charg
discrimination capability of such a detector when co
pled with the significantL andE ranges which char
acterize the atmospheric neutrino spectrum provide
a potent and sensitive probe of such violations.
calculating the ratios of muon and antimuon eve
and studying their variation withL andL/E we have
shown that the presence of CPTV can be detected
videdδb > 3× 10−23 GeV. For somewhat higher va
ues ofδb, it is also possible to obtain a measure
their magnitudes by studying their minima and ze
as discussed in the text.
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